
Createa QuizQuestion
This activity is designed to help you understand math problems better by creating them
yourself. If you can design a good math problem, you'll understand it better than if you
just had to solve it. The questions you create with this activity will be used for
classroom quizzes.

J Section 5Chapter

Indicate what chapter and section from the book that this question pertains to.

Create the Question:
Circle the type of quiz question you'll be designing and write it in the space below.

Example 1:
UTtiple Choice True/False

14=2(5x-3)

Example2:
Multiple Choice CTr~e/FalSV

3(x+2)=3x+2

True/False

Submitted by:
Date:



Directions:
Write down the directions someone would need to complete your question.

Example 1: "Solve the equation and then circle the correct answer from the choices
below."

Example2: "Determinewhether the statement givenis true or false. CircleT or F. If
the answer is F, explainwhy."
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Type of statement: Yourquiz question will be usingsome kindof
mathematical statement. Circlethe statement that you will be designing.

Inequality 0"P;:;~
Equation System of equations

Work out: The value of this learning activity comes from designing a challenging
problem that you're able to work out yourself. In the space below, work out the math
problemyoudesigned.



Multiple Choice Answers: Create four possible answer choices and write
them below. One of them must be the correct answer.

b)

a)

c)

d)

Consider carefully what's incorrect about 3 of your choices. Use your critical thinking
skills to determine what mathematical error occurred in each of 3 choices that made
them i{lcorrect ans

.
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True False Answers - Why True?/Why False?: Explainwhythe
statement is either true or false.

Group question:
Whatis the most commonmathematical error people made in solvingthis question?
Write below what the most common mathematical error was in you group work.
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